CORRIGENDUM

In partial modification of this Secretariat's Notification no. BSU(Statute)-05/2020-186/GS(I) dated 22.01.2020 related to nomination of Life Member in the Senate of Universities of Bihar u/s 18(13) of Bihar State Universities Act, 1976 and Section 19(12) of Patna University Act, 1976 as amended up-to-date, the words written as "For amendment in the Statute" shall be read as "For framing Statute".

By the order of Additional Chief Secretary,
Sd/-
(R.V.S. Parmar)
Law Officer
Memo No.-BSU(Statute)-05/2020- /GS(I), Dated-
Copy forwarded for information to:- Dr. Rash Bihari Prasad Singh, Vice Chancellor, Patna University, Patna / Prof. Rajendra Prasad, Vice Chancellor, Magadh University, Bodh Gaya, Prof. Gulab Chand Ram Jaiswal, Vice Chancellor, Patliputra University, Patna.
Sd/-
Law Officer
Memo No.-BSU(Statute)-05/2020- 246 /GS(I), Dated-
Copy forwarded for information to PS to Governor/ PS to Additional Chief Secretary, Governor's Secretariat, Bihar/ PSG/ PRO/ Tech. Director, NIC, Raj Bhavan, Patna for uploading of the website of Raj Bhavan, Patna.

Sd/-
Law Officer

[Signature] 31-20